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1. INTRODUCTION
Subfactor theory has much progressed since its initiation by V. F. R. Jones $([\mathrm{J}])$
and has much similarity with other mathematical and physical structures like rational
conformal field theory (in the sense of Moore and Seiberg), exactly solvable lattice
models, topological quantum field theory and quantum groups.
In the progress of subfactor theory, A. Ocneanu presented his striking theory “para-
groups” in 1985. It is well known that a subfactor has Jones index and principal and
dual principal graph as their invariants. A. Ocneanu perceived a new combinatorial
structure of an irreducible inclusion of AFD factors $N\subset M$ of type $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ with finite
depth and finite Jones index and axiomatized it as a paragroup. The classification of
subfactors is one of the challenging problem in the theory of operator algebras. In a
certain class of subfactors, namely, irreducible inclusions of AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ factors $N\subset M$
with finite Jones index and finite depth, paragroups give the complete classifica-
tion machinery. This completeness is due to a theorem of S. Popa called generating
property. He also studied the necessary and sufficient condition for subfactor to be
approximated by certain series of finite dimensional $C^{*}$-algebras ([P1], [P2]). Para-
group theory as the combinatorial aspect of classification of subfactors looks like IRF
models in exactly solvable lattice models. In fact, we have a complex valued function
called connection in the axioms of paragroups, which is quite similar to Boltzmann
weight which appeared in IRF models. Moreover, we have the same type of A-D-
$\mathrm{E}$ classification for subfactors with index less than 4 as that of modular invariant
partition functions.
A paragroup is constructed from two finite graphs and the above stated complex
valued function. In the axioms of the paragroup theory, the most important one is the
flatness condition. If we drop off this condition, the paragroup is no longer a complete
invariant for the above class of subfactors. The fiatness condition has some aspects.
From one viewpoint, the flatness is an indispensable property for the completeness of
the invariant as already stated. From another, it makes the “parallel transport ” on
the graphs well-defined. This property is an analogue of that of differential geometry
and gives the name “flatness ” reasonable. It is also regarded as a representation of
the “associativity ” of a paragroup. A paragroup is a generalization of a finite group
and its unitary representations with non-degenerate paring. In the case of subfactor
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arising from the inclusion by finite group crossed product with an outer action, the
space of a group and that of the left regular representation is given by graphs and
a non-degenerate paring is given by the connection. The associativity of the group
is exactly the fiatness condition. If the depth of graphs is two, it is also true that
associativity is equivalent to the flatness condition or equivalent to say the flatness
condition is equivalent to the pentagonal relation in monoidal tensor category (see
below and [Sal] for proofs).
This paper is organised as follows. Part I discusses that the flatness condition
is equivalent to “associativity” of a paragroup under some assumptions. Part II
discusses a relation between two subfactors arising from a non-degenerate commuting
square with period two. This gives an answer to a problem raised by V. F. R. Jones
at workshop in Aarhus, June, 1995. See [Sa2] for proofs.
Part I. Fourier transform for paragroups and its application to the
depth two case
2. $\mathrm{o}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{N}}\mathrm{U}’ \mathrm{S}$ PARAGROUP THEORY
We will review Ocneanu’s paragroup theory to fix some notations. The present
exposition is rather restricted. For general paragroups and more details, we refer
readers to [O1], [O3] and [K].
First, we have a graph $G$ consisting of four finite bipartite graphs $\mathcal{G}_{0}=\mathcal{G}_{3}=$
$\mathcal{G},$ $\mathcal{G}_{1}=\mathcal{G}_{2}=\mathcal{H}$ as in the following figure.
$\mathcal{G}3!_{\overline{\mathcal{G}_{2}}}.\underline{\mathcal{G}0}!.\mathcal{G}1$
Suppose $\mathcal{G}_{j}$ and $\mathcal{G}_{j+1}$ has common vertices $V_{j+1}$ and $\mathcal{G}_{j}’ \mathrm{s}$ have the common Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue $\beta$ and the common Perron-Frobenius eigenvector $\mu$ for $j\in \mathrm{Z}/4\mathrm{Z}$ .
We fix a vertex in $V_{0}$ (resp. $V_{2}$ ) and call it $*_{\mathcal{G}}$ (resp. $*_{\mathcal{H}}$) and normalize $\mu$ so that
$\mu(*)=1$ . We call four edges, one from each graph, with common vertices, a cell. We
set one more assumption on the graphs (Initialization axiom) as follows.
There exists the only one vertex connected $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}*g$ (resp. $*_{\mathcal{H}}$ ) in $V_{1}$ (resp. $V_{3}$) and
it is the only vertex connected $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}*_{\mathcal{H}}$ (resp. $*_{\mathcal{G}}$ ) in $V_{1}$ (resp. $V_{3}$).
We assume there exists an assignment, called a connection of a complex number
to each cell and denote it $W$ and we use the graphical notation for the value of $W$
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on a cell as in the following figure.
a $\sigma_{1}b$
$\sigma_{3!_{\sigma}^{arrow}!^{\sigma_{2}}}c.arrow 4^{\cdot}d$
We set some assumptions on $W$ as follows (Unitarity axiom).
a $\sigma_{1}b$ $a\overline{\sigma_{1}’}b’$
$\sum_{c,\sigma_{3},\sigma_{4}}\sigma_{3!_{arrow}^{arrow}!^{\sigma_{2}}}c.\sigma_{4}.d\sigma_{3!_{arrow}^{arrow}\mathrm{I}^{\sigma^{J}}}c.\sigma_{4}.\cdot d2=\delta_{b,b’}\delta\delta\sigma 1,\sigma_{1}’\sigma 2,\sigma_{2}’$ ’
a $\sigma_{1}b$ a $\sigma_{1}b$
$\sum_{b,\sigma 1,\sigma_{2}}\sigma_{3}\mathrm{i}_{arrow}^{arrow}c.\sigma_{4}.d\mathrm{i}\sigma_{2}\sigma_{3,d^{arrow!^{\sigma_{2}}}}’\mathrm{i}.arrow\sigma_{4}.d’=\delta_{c,c};\delta_{\sigma_{3},\sigma^{;\delta_{\sigma_{4},\sigma’}}34}$
.
We can construct the nested graphs by reflecting each graphs vertically and horizon-
tally. We use the notation $\sim$ to mean the reflected graphs and edges. We assume
that $W$ on the nested graphs satisfies the following identity (Renormalization rule
axiom).
$\tilde{\sigma_{3!^{arrow}}a}.\overline{\sigma}C\sigma_{4}.\cdot d1\downarrow\tilde{\sigma}b2=\sigma_{2!^{arrow}\mathrm{i}_{C}^{a_{3}}}d\overline{\tilde{\sigma}_{4}}b.\tilde{\sigma}1.\sigma=\ulcorner_{c\sigma}^{a_{3}..\sigma_{1}.b}\frac{\mu(a)\mu(d)}{\mu(b)\mu(C)}\sigma,\mathrm{i}^{arrow}\mathrm{i}^{\sigma}arrow 4d2$ .
If a connection $W$ satisfies the above two conditions, we call it a $bi$-unitary connection.
For an oriented edge $\sigma$ , we denote the starting point, the end point and the length
by $s(\sigma),$ $r(\sigma)$ and $|\sigma|$ respectively. We define an oriented path $\sigma$ on $\mathcal{G}_{0}$ by a succession
of edges. We take a pair of paths $(\xi_{+},\xi_{-})$ called a $\mathit{8}t\dot{n}ng$ which has the starting point
$*\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}$ the same end point with length $n$ .
First we construct an algebra $A_{0,n}$ from above data.
Definition 2.1. We define $A_{0,n}$ as follows. As a $\mathrm{C}$-vector space, a basis for $A_{0,n}$ is
given by strings with length $n$. An algebra structure is defined as follows. A product
structure is given by $(\xi_{+}, \xi_{-})\cdot(\eta_{+}, \eta_{-})=\delta_{\xi_{-,\eta+}}(\xi_{+}, \eta_{-}).$ A star-stmcture is given by
($\xi_{+},$ $\xi_{-)^{*}=}(\xi_{-}, \xi_{+})$ . $Th’\llcorner \mathrm{J}SA0,n$ is a finite dimertsional O-algebra.
We can embed $A_{0,n}$ into $A_{0,n+1}$ canonically. Moreover there exists the unique
normalized trace which is compatible with such embedding. Using this trace, we can
construct an AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ factor $A_{0,\infty}=\overline{\bigcup_{n=1}^{\infty}A_{0,n}}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}$
We can construct finite dimensional $\mathrm{C}^{*}$-algebras $A_{k,n}$ on nested graphs in a similar
way. Although we have many ways to reach at $(k, n)$ component, the identification
of the different basis $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}^{r}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$ by the connection. We call these $A_{k,n}$ string algebras.
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Thus we can construct increasing sequences of AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ factors $A_{k,k,n}\infty==\overline{\bigcup_{n0}^{\infty}A}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}$
as well as $A_{0,n}$ . We call this construction of AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ factors a string algebra con-
struction. We can also construct the string algebras $A_{-1,k}$ by identifying the edge
connected $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}*g$ and the edge connected $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}*_{\mathcal{H}}$ by Initialization axiom. We have the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.2 $([\mathrm{O}3])$ . The inclusion $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ is irreducible and Jones index for
this indvsion is given by $\beta^{2}$ . The increasing sequence of $AFDII_{1}$ factors
$A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1},\subset\infty A2,\infty\subset A3,\infty\subset A_{4},\infty\cdots$
give the basic $con\mathit{8}truCti_{on}$ for $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ . Moreover we can $e\mathit{8}timate$ the higher
relative commutants for $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ by $A_{0,\infty}/\cap A_{1,\infty}\subset A_{k,0}$ Also we have the
estimation for $A_{-1,\infty}/\cap A_{k,\infty}$ by $A_{-1,\infty}/\cap A_{k,\infty}\subset A_{k,1}$ .
Now we describe the most important axiom (Flatness axiom).
Definition 2.3 ([K], Theorem 2.1). We say that a $bi$-unitary connection is flat if
it satisfies the following equivdent condition. $Here*meanseither*_{\mathcal{G}}or*_{\mathcal{H}}$ .
(1) Any two elements $x\in A_{k,0}$ (in the vertical string algebra) and $y\in A_{0,l}$ (in the
$h_{\mathit{0}\dot{n}ZO}ntal_{\mathit{8}t\dot{n}ng}$ algebra) commute.
(2) For each $h_{\mathit{0}\dot{n}zo}ntal$ string $\rho=(\rho_{+}, \rho-)\in A_{0,k}$ , we get the identity as in the
following figure, where $C_{\rho,\sigma}\in \mathrm{C}$ depen&o7dy on $\rho$ and $\sigma=$ $(\sigma_{+}, \sigma-)$ .
(3) For any horizontal paths $\sigma_{+},$ $\sigma_{-}$ and vertical paths $\rho_{+},\rho$-with $dl$ the $source\mathit{8}$
and ranges equd $to*$ , we get the identity in the following figure.
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We explain the figures used above. First, reversed arrows mean the following figure
for denoting the connections.
a $\sigma_{1}b$ $b\sigma_{1a}$
$\sigma_{4\mathrm{I}^{arrow}!^{\sigma_{2}}}c.\cdot\overline{\sigma_{3}}.d=\sigma_{2!^{arrow \mathrm{i}^{\sigma_{4}}}}d.\overline{\sigma_{3}}.c$
Next, the box-like figures mean the following. We make all the possible fillings
of cells for above diagrams. Such a choice is called a configuration. We multiply
the connection values of all the cells in a configuration and sum them over all the
configurations. This is the value assigned to the above two box-like diagrams, and
we mean this value by the diagram.
Definition 2.4. We call a $bi$-unitary fiat connection $(G, W)$ a paragroup.
Theorem 2.2 and the following theorem give the reason why the paragroup theory
is important.
Theorem 2.5 (Popa’s generating property [P1], [P2]). Let $N\subset M$ be an irre-
ducible inclusion of $AFDII_{1}$ factors with finite index and finite depth. Then we have
the anti-isomo7phi8m as follows.
$\cong(N\subset M)$ .
Thus we can say
Theorem 2.6. A paragroup gives a complete invariant for irreducible $incl_{L\mathrm{J}S}’ion$ of
$AFDII_{1}$ factors with finite index and finite depth.
3. FOURIER TRANSFORM FOR PARAGROUPS
We freely use the notations in [K] and set the paragroup $(G, W)$ with the graph
$\mathcal{G}_{0}=\mathcal{G}_{3}=\mathcal{G},$ $\mathcal{G}_{1}=\mathcal{G}_{2}=\mathcal{H}$ and denote the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues for these
graphs $\beta$ . Moreover we note that we may change the connections by gauge choice,
which means a choice of an appropriate unitary operator if necessary. So we choose
the connection as follows.
$*Qarrow!_{arrow,i}!_{k}.j=\delta i,j’\tilde{q}\mathrm{i}_{arrow}.i_{*_{\mathcal{H}}}=\delta_{p,q}$.
$r_{\overline{L}}$
The meaning of the Kronecker $\delta$ on the right hand side is as follows. There is only
one vertex on $\mathcal{G}$ that is connected $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}*_{\mathcal{G}}$ (resp. $*_{\mathcal{H}}$ ). For any $k$ (resp. $r$), the number
of edges connecting such a vertex on $\mathcal{G}$ and $k$ (resp. $r$) on $\mathcal{G}_{1}$ (resp. $\mathcal{G}_{0}$ ) and that
on $g_{2}$ (resp. $\mathcal{G}_{3}$) are the same. By identifying these pairs of edges and denoting the
above vertex simply by “.” (without any label), we can impose the above formula.
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A. Ocneanu defined Fourier transform for the paragroup first. We define Fourier
transform following [O2] and [O3].
Definition 3.1. We define the linear map $\mathcal{F}:A_{0,2}arrow A_{1,1}$ by
(3.1) $\mathcal{F}(x):=\beta^{\mathrm{s}_{E}}A1,1(Xe_{0^{e_{1})}},$ $x\in A_{0,2}$ ,
and call this linear map $\mathcal{F}$ Fourier transform for the paragroup.
We define the linear map $\hat{\mathcal{F}}$ : $A_{1,1}arrow A_{0,2}$ as well by
(3.2) $\hat{\mathcal{F}}(x):=\beta^{3}E_{A_{0,2}}(xe_{10}e),$ $x\in A_{1,1}$ ,
and call this $\hat{\mathcal{F}}$ inverse Fourier $tran\mathit{8}form$ for the paragroup. Here $E,$ $e_{0}$ and $e_{1}$
mean the conditional erpectation, Jones projections, $re\mathit{8}pectively$ ([K], [O3]).
Here we set some notations. We choose a system of matrix units $\{e_{ij}^{k}\}i,j=1,\ldots,n_{k}(k’ \mathrm{s}$
are odd vertices in the graph $\mathcal{G}_{2}$) in $A_{1,1}$ and also choose a system of matrix units
$\{\lambda^{r}\}pq\mathrm{p},q=1,\ldots,nr$ ($r’ \mathrm{s}$ are odd vertices in the graph $\tilde{\mathcal{G}}_{0}$ ) in $A_{0,2}$ for simplicity. Moreover
we use the notation $n_{k}=\mu(k)$ and $n_{r}=\mu(r)$ .
Using the connection, Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform are written
as follows.
Proposition 3.2.
(3.3) $\mathcal{F}(\lambda_{pq}^{r})=\sum_{i_{)}j,k}(\frac{n_{r}}{n_{k}})^{\frac{1}{2}}ik!_{arrow,\sim j}^{\underline{\mathrm{p}}r}.\sim qe_{ij}^{k}$,
(3.4) $\hat{\mathcal{F}}(e_{ij}^{k})=\sum_{q\mathrm{p},,r}(\frac{n_{k}}{n_{r}})\frac{1}{2}ik!_{arrow!,\sim j}^{\underline{p}r}..q\sim\lambda_{\mathrm{p}q}^{r}$ .
Proposition 3.3. Fourier transform $\mathcal{F}$ is invertible and its inverse is inverse Fourier
transform $\hat{\mathcal{F}}$ .
Lemma 3.4. Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform preserve inner prod-
$uct\mathit{8}$ arising from $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}$ . That is, we have the following identities.
(i) $(\mathcal{F}(X), \mathcal{F}(y))=(x, y)$ , $x,$ $y\in A_{0,2}$ .
(ii) $(\hat{\mathcal{F}}(X),\hat{\mathcal{F}}(y))=(x, y)$ , $x,y\in A_{1,1}$ .
By the above two Propositions, we can get the following Theorem.
Theorem 3.5. The linear maps $\mathcal{F}$ and $\hat{\mathcal{F}}$ are unitary.
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Next, we introduce another product called the convolution product in $A_{0,2}$ and
$A_{1,1}$ .
Definition 3.6. We define the following new product in $A_{1,1}$ .
(3.5) $x*y:=\mathcal{F}(\hat{\mathcal{F}}(X)\hat{\mathcal{F}}(y))$ , $x,y\in A_{1,1}$ .
We also define the following new product in $A_{0,2}$ .
(3.6) $x*\wedge y:=\hat{\mathcal{F}}(\mathcal{F}(X)\mathcal{F}(y))$ , $x,$ $y\in A_{0,2}$ .
Because $\mathcal{F}$ and $\hat{\mathcal{F}}$ are inverses of each other, we get the following identity.
(3.7) $\hat{\mathcal{F}}(x*y)=\hat{\mathcal{F}}(x)\hat{\mathcal{F}}(y)$ , $x,$ $y\in A_{1,1}$ ,
(3.8) $\mathcal{F}(x*y)\wedge \mathcal{F}(=x)\mathcal{F}(y)$ , $x,$ $y\in A_{0,2}$ .
Furthermore, we get the following Proposition by definition.
Proposition 3.7. The convolution $produCtS*and*\wedge$ are associative.
Definition 3.8. We define another star structure $\#$ in $A_{1,1}$ as follows.
(3.9) $x^{\#}=\mathcal{F}(\hat{\mathcal{F}}(X)^{*})$ , $x\in A_{1,1}$ .
We define anoiher star structure $\#\wedge$ in $A_{0,2}$ as follows.
(3.10) $x^{\#}\wedge=\hat{\mathcal{F}}(\mathcal{F}(x)^{*})$ , $x\in A_{0,2}$ .
Thus we have the following property by definition.
(3.11) $\mathcal{F}(x^{\#})=\hat{\mathcal{F}}(x)^{*}$ ,
(3.12) $\mathcal{F}(x^{\#^{\wedge}})=\mathcal{F}(x)^{*}$ .
Proposition 3.9. The two algebras ($A_{1,1}$ , the convolution $product*$ , the star structure $\#$ )
and ($A_{0,2}$ , the $convolution*\wedge$ , the star structure $\#$)
$\wedge$
are finite dimensional $C^{\mathrm{r}}$ -algebras.
So we can decompose these $\mathrm{C}^{*}$-algebras as the direct sums of full matrix algebras
as follows.
$A_{1,1}= \bigoplus_{r=1}M_{nr}(\mathrm{C})s$ .
We define a system of matrix units $\{\hat{\lambda}^{r}\}pq\mathrm{P},q=1,\ldots,nr(r=1, \ldots, s)$ by $\hat{\lambda}_{pq}^{r}=\mathcal{F}(\lambda_{pq}^{r})$ .
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$A_{0,2}=\oplus^{l}M_{n_{k}}(\mathrm{c})k=1^{\cdot}$
We define a system of matrix units $\{\hat{e}_{ij}^{k}\}i,j=1,\ldots,n_{k}(k=1, \ldots, l)$ by $\hat{e}_{ij}^{k}=\hat{\mathcal{F}}$(e)ijk.
Thus we have two finite dimensional $\mathrm{C}^{*}$-algebra structures in each of $A_{0,2}$ and
$A_{1,1}$ . We will see in the next section these two algebra structures give a Kac algebra
structure on each algebra.
4. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE FLATNESS CONDITION AND THE PENTAGONAL
IDENTITIES FOR THE DEPTH TWO CASE
We apply all the results of the previous section to the depth two case and prove
the main theorem in this section. We note that we omit the label of the vertex $v$
because $v$ is the only odd vertex in the depth two graph.
We need some preparations for proving the main theorem. We adopt the notation
$n=\beta^{2}$ .
Definition 4.1. Define linear functionals $\hat{\varphi},$ $\varphi$ as follows.
(4.1) $\hat{\varphi}(x)=\beta \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(x),$ $x\in A_{0,2}$ ,
(4.2) $\varphi(x)=\beta \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(x),$ $x\in A_{1,1}$ .
Definition 4.2. We define the linear maps $\hat{\Gamma}$ from $A_{0,2}$ to $A_{0,2}\otimes A_{0,2}$ and $\Gamma$ from
$A_{1,1}$ to $A_{1,1}\otimes A_{1,1}$ as follows.
(4.3) $(\hat{\varphi}\otimes\hat{\varphi})(\hat{\Gamma}(x)(a\otimes b))=\hat{\varphi}(x(a*b\wedge)),$ $x,$ $a,$ $b\in A_{0,2}$ ,
(4.4) $(\varphi\otimes\varphi)(\Gamma(x)(a\otimes b))=\varphi(x(a*b)),$ $x,$ $a,$ $b\in A_{1,1}$ .
Definition 4.3. We define the linear maps $W$ and $\hat{W}$ by the following equations.
(4.5) $\hat{W}(X\otimes y):=\hat{\Gamma}(y)(X\otimes 1)$ , $x,$ $y\in A_{0,2}$ .
(4.6) $W(x\otimes y):=\Gamma(y)(X\otimes 1)$ , $x,$ $y\in A_{1,1}$ .
Lemma 4.4. The linear maps $\hat{W}$ and $W$ are unitary operators.
Definition 4.5 ([R-S]). Let $\mathcal{H}$ be a Hdbert space.




Theorem 4.6. The following conditions for a $bi$-unitary connection are equivalent.
(i) The $bi$-unitary connection is flat $for*_{\mathcal{G}}$ (resp. $*_{\mathcal{H}}$).
(ii) The unitary operator $\hat{W}^{*}$ (resp. $W^{*}$) defined in Definition 4.3 is a
multiplicative unitary.
We apply the construction of Hopf $\mathrm{C}^{*}$-algebras by Baaj-Skandalis to above multi-
plicative unitaries. As we know that a finite dimensional Hopf $\mathrm{C}^{*}$-algebra is a finite
dimensional Kac algebra and vice versa, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.7. In the case of a paragroup with depth two, we have $Kac$ algebra
structures in $A_{1,1},$ $A_{0,2}$ .
5. DUALITY BETWEEN $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{C}$ ALGEBRA $A_{0,2}$ AND $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{C}$ ALGEBRA $A_{1,1}$
In the previous section, we have constructed Kac algebra structures on $A_{1,1}$ and
$A_{0,2}$ . Those algebras have two algebra structures, string algebras and convolution
algebras. The products of $\mathrm{C}^{*}$-algebra structures in $A_{1,1}$ and $A_{0,2}$ are closely related.
The two products in $A_{0,2}$ are given by exchanging the two products in $A_{1,1}$ . So the
corresponding Kac algebras have a very simple relation, which is called duality in Kac
algebra theory. For applications, we will describe this duality between $A_{0,2}$ and $A_{1,1}$
by comparing the formulae of the fundamental unitaries $W$ and $\hat{W}$ . For our purpose,
we shall compute formulae of $W$ and $\hat{W}$ . We need some preparations.
In this section, we fix a paragroup with depth 2.
Proposition 5.1. We have the following relation between fundamental unitaries $W$
and $\hat{W}$ .
$\hat{W}=\Sigma W^{*}\Sigma$ .
Here $\Sigma$ means the flip map on $\mathcal{M}\otimes \mathcal{M}$ .
So the $Kac$ algebra constructed on $A_{0,2}$ and that on $A_{1,1}$ are dual to each other.
6. A REALIZATION OF A PARAGROUP WITH DEPTH TWO
We realize a paragroup with depth two from an initial Kac algebra and describe
the subfactor arising from the paragroup.
Suppose $\mathrm{K}=(\mathcal{M}, \Gamma, \kappa, \varphi)$ is a finite dimensional Kac algebra. We denote the left
regular representation for this Kac algebra by $\pi$ and identify the original Kac algebra
and the represented algebra. Because this algebra is a finite dimensional $\mathrm{C}^{*}$-algebra,
we may think that $\mathcal{M}$ and the Haar measure $\varphi$ are of the following form.
$\mathcal{M}=\bigoplus_{k=1}M_{n}(k\mathrm{C}l)$ , $\varphi=\frac{1}{n}\sum_{k=1}^{l}n_{k}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}Mnk(\mathrm{c})$ .
Here $n=\dim \mathcal{M}$ .
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We can construct the dual Kac algebra $\hat{\mathrm{K}}=(\hat{\mathcal{M}},\hat{\Gamma},\hat{\kappa},\hat{\varphi})$ from the initial Kac
algebra $\mathrm{K}([\mathrm{L}\mathrm{S}])$ . We denote the left regular representation by $\lambda$ and identify the
original dual Kac algebra and the represented one. As above, we may think that $\hat{\mathcal{M}}$
and the Haar measure $\hat{\varphi}$ are of the following form.
$\hat{\mathcal{M}}=\bigoplus_{r=1}SM_{n}r(\mathrm{c})$ , $\hat{\varphi}=\sum_{r=1}\iota nr\mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}M_{n}(r\mathrm{C})$ .
Note that we have the Plancherel formula for inner products arising $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}$ Haar
measures $([\mathrm{K}- \mathrm{p}])$ . That is,
(6.1) $\varphi(ab^{*})=\hat{\varphi}(a*b\#)$ .
We shall construct a string algebra from these data. At first, we set the two graphs,
one from the Kac algebra and the other from the dual Kac algebra. More precisely,
the graph $\mathcal{G}$ (resp. $\mathcal{H}$ ) has the unique vertex which is connected to the vertices
corresponding to the direct summands of the multi-matrix algebra $\mathcal{M}$ (resp. $\hat{\mathcal{M}}$ ) by
$n_{k}$ (resp. $n_{r}$ ) edges. We fix a vertex corresponding to one dimensional representation
for $\pi$ (resp. $\lambda$) as a special $\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}*g$ (resp. $*_{\mathcal{H}}$).
Next, we introduce a $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{i}$-unitary connection to above two graphs. Connect these
graphs as in the first figure in section 2.
Lemma 6.1. We have the following formulae.
(6.2) $\lambda_{pq}^{r}=\sum_{i,j,k}\frac{n}{n_{k}}\varphi(e^{kr}\lambda_{\mathrm{p}})jiqije^{k}$ ,
(6.3) $e_{ij}^{k}= \sum_{qp,,r}\frac{1}{n_{r}}\overline{\varphi(\lambda_{p}^{rk}qjie)}\lambda_{\mathrm{p}}rq$ .
Proposition 6.2. We can define a $bi$-unitary connection on the above two graphs by
the following formula.
(6.4) $\tilde{j}i_{qr}^{arrow \mathrm{i}^{\mathrm{p}}}k.\tilde{i}arrow.=\frac{n}{n_{k}n_{r}}\varphi(e_{ij}\lambda^{r}k)pq$.
Here $e_{ij}^{k}$ (resp. $\lambda_{pq}^{r}$) means the $\mathit{8}ystem$ of matrix units corresponding to the decompo-
sition $of\mathcal{M}$ (resp. $\hat{\mathcal{M}}$).
As we described in section 2, we can construct a string algebra with $A_{1,1}$ (resp.
$A_{0,2})$ as $\mathcal{M}$ (resp. $\hat{\mathcal{M}}$). Thus we have Kac algebra structures in the string algebras
$A_{1,1}$ and $A_{0,2}$ . By Theorem 4.6, we can show that the above $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{i}$-unitary connection is
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a flat connection. So we have a paragroup for two graphs $\mathcal{G}$ and $\mathcal{H}$ . Thus we get a
subfactor from this paragroup and denote it $N\subset M$ .
On the other hand, Sekine ([Se]) computed the connection for a subfactor $P\subset$
$P\cross_{\alpha}\mathrm{K}$ concretely. This connection is equal to the connection given in Proposition
6.2. Thus by Theorem 2.5 in section 2, a subfactor constructed above $N\subset M$ and a
subfactor $P\subset P\cross_{\alpha}\mathrm{K}$ are anti-isomorphic.
Theorem 6.3. Assume we have a finite dimensional $Kac$ algebra K. We can con-
struct a subfactor from the $Kac$ algebra $K$ and this subfactor is anti-isomorphic to a
subfactor $P\subset P\cross_{\alpha}K$, where $P$ is a $AFDII_{1}$ factor and $\alpha$ is an outer action of $K$.
Remark 6.4. We can represent $N\subset M$ as $Kac$ algebra crossed product subfactor by
$de\mathit{8}cribing$ an outer action of $K$ on $M$ concretely $([\mathrm{D}\mathrm{a}])$ .
Part II. An answer to a question raised by V. F. R. Jones
V. F. R. Jones raised the following question in his talk at Aarhus in June, 1995.
Question (V.F.R. Jones)




Here $R_{00},$ $R_{01},$ $R_{10}$ and $R_{11}$ are finite dimensional $C^{*}$-algebras such that $R_{11}$ has a
faithful trace and satisfy the following relation for the conditional expectations.
$E_{R_{01}R_{1\mathrm{o}00}}$. $E=ER$
Iterating the basic constructions for the above commuting square, we get the following
series of commuting squares of period 2.
$R_{00}$ $\subset$ $R_{01}$ $\subset$ $R_{02}$ $\subset$ $\subset R_{0\infty}$
$\cap$ $\cap$ $\cap$ $\cap$
$R_{10}$ $\subset$ $R_{11}$ $\subset$ $R_{12}$ $\subset$ $\subset R_{1\infty}$
$\cap$ $\cap$ $\cap$ $\cap$
$R_{20}$ $\subset$ $R_{21}$ $\subset$ $R_{22}$ $\subset$ ... $\subset R_{2\infty}$
.$\cdot$. .$\cdot$. .$\cdot$. ..$\cdot$
$R_{\infty 0}$ $\subset$ $R_{\infty 1}$ $\subset$ $R_{\infty 2}$ $\subset$
Then is the finite depth condition for $R_{0\infty}\subset R_{1\infty}$ related to that for $R_{\infty 0}\subset R_{\infty 1}$ ?
We will answer to this question by the method of paragroups and techniques asso-
ciated with flatness. More precisely, we will prove a new theorem related to flatness
and will answer to the question as its application. Also, we will give a new example
of a principal graph as another application. It is natural to think that there might be
a simple relation between Jones indices of the two subfactors. But we cannot expect
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such a relation by the following reason. Consider a series of canonical commuting
squares $\{R_{k,l}\}_{k,l\geq 0}$ for some subfactor. square for $N\subset M$ . For positive integers $n,m$ ,
we have another series of commuting squares $\{R_{kn,\iota_{m}}\}_{k,l\geq}0$ . We have two subfactors
$P\subset P_{1}$ and $Q\subset Q_{1}$ arising from this series of commuting squares as above and
have a relation $[P_{1} : P]^{n}=[Q_{1} : Q]^{m}$ in this case. Furthermore, one might expect
that one of the index may be a rational power of the other in general, but this is
not the case either. Indeed, a famous example in [G-H-J] gives an index $3+\sqrt{3}$ and
the other index for this commuting square is $4\cos^{2}(\pi/12)=2+\sqrt{3}$, which is not a
rational power of $3+\sqrt{3}$ . So we do not have any simple inequality or equality for
the two indices. We will prove that the global indices in the sense of A. Ocneanu
give right numerical relation between the two subfactors. We note that the notion
of the global index is first introduced by A. Ocneanu in [O1] as Jones index of the
asymptotic inclusion subfactor $M(M’\cap M_{\infty})\subset M_{\infty}$ for a subfactor $N\subset M$ with
finite index and finite depth.
7. AN ANSWER TO THE QUESTION
We freely use the notations in [O3] and [K].
We can restate the problem in the manner of the string algebra.
Suppose that we have the string algebras $\{A_{k,l}\}_{k,l\geq 0}$ with starting $\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{X}*\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$
from the four finite bipartite graphs and a biunitary connection $W$ on the four graphs.
Note that we have the starting vertex to make $\mathrm{A}_{k,l}$ be the commuting square if $k$ and
$l$ are large enough. This is a difference of the description between commuting square
approach and string algebra one. We have AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ factors $A_{0,\infty}$ and $A_{1,\infty}$ . Also
we have AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ factors $A_{\infty 0)}$ and $A_{\infty,1}$ . Then is the finite depth condition for the
inclusion $A_{0,\infty}\subseteq A_{1,\infty}$ related to that for $A_{\infty,0}\subset A_{\infty,1}$?
The following result is useful for later arguments.
Proposition 7.1 ([LK], Proposition 3.1). Suppose that $(A_{k,l})$ be string algebras
as in the question in introduction. Then the following diagram is a series of com-







By Proposition 7.1, we have a set of four Bratteli diagrams and the biunitary
connection on the four graphs arising from the commuting square (7.5). We denote
this biunitary connection by $W’$ , hereafter. We remark that the biunitary connection
$W’$ is defined on the finite graphs if the inclusion $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ is of finite depth
and that the two horizontal graphs are not necessarily connected even in the case
the inclusion is of finite depth. We note that the following diagram is also a series
of commuting squares of period two. So we have the biunitary connection $W’\cdot W$
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and refer this biunitary connection as the composite connection of the two biunitary
connections $W’$ and $W$ . We also remark that the two horizontal graphs arising from






We have the following theorem under the above notations.
Theorem 7.2. Suppose that the subfactor $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ is offinite depth. The $\omega m-$
posite connection $W’\cdot W$ gives a flat connection.
Corollary 7.3 (An answer to the question). If either $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ or $A_{\infty,0}\subset$
$A_{\infty,1}$ is of finite depth, then so is the other.
As we have already seen in introduction, it does not seem that we have a simple
relation between the Jones indices of the two subfactors. In the rest of the paper, we
show that the natural numerical relation between the two subfactors is given by the
global indices.
Definition 7.4. The global index for the $ind\prime L\iota sion$ of $AFDII_{1}$ factors $N\subset M$ is
defined by
$M \mathrm{x}M:i[] \mathrm{Y}\mathrm{e}d\sum_{\iota ucibe}(dimMX_{M})2$
and we denote it by $[[M:N]]$ .
By definition, we easily know the value of the global index $[[M : N]]$ is infinity if
the inclusion is of infinite depth.
The following lemma is essentially contained in Proposition 2.4 in [Y].
Lemma 7.5. Suppose that we have an indusion $N\subseteq M$ with finite index and that
there exists an intermediate subfactor P. Then we have $[[M:P]]\leq[[M:N]]$
Corollary 7.6. The global indices for $A_{0,\infty}\subset A_{1,\infty}$ and $A_{\infty,0}\subset A_{\infty,1}$ are equal.
Corollary 7.7. If the horizontal graphs associated with the commuting square in
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